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I was lied to when I was a child.  

I don’t know who started it, I don’t know who perpetuated it, I don’t know why 
they didn’t stop it, but I know I was lied to. Chances are you were lied to as well. 
Somewhere along the way someone probably said to you, “Sticks and stones may 
break my bones, but words will never hurt me.” The proverbial counsel that if you 
are being taunted and called names, keep calm and carry on, don’t get pulled into 
the fray, because words can’t do any real damage. 

Today that seems silly and misguided at the very least.  
Today that seems more like a bold face lie.  
Broken bones can heal but words can break a heart.  
Words hurt.  

 
Gossip spreads like a virus, ruining relationships and reputations. 
Mean-spirited, simple-minded sound bites denigrate civil discourse.   
The name calling and bullying of junior high can wound for a lifetime. 
Cheap cruel lines fired off behind the anonymity of a screen are cutting.  
Misleading statements and blatant lies are accepted practice in politics. 
The language exchanged between spouses, or parents and children, can easily become the 
deeply embedded tapes that play and replay shaping a sense of self.  
Words spit out in anger are like ricocheting shrapnel.      
Words hurt.  
 
Jesus knew that words have the power to hurt like hell. Jesus said,  
   

I tell you that people will have to give account on the day of judgment for every 
empty word they have spoken. For by your words you will be acquitted, and by 
your words you will be condemned.  

 
Well, this morning James offers a pretty standard warning about the power of what we 
say. He offers very little that is new here; these are images and ideas that were part of 
both Jewish religious tradition and Greek philosophical tradition. For example, Philo of 
Alexandria, who predates Christ, wrote about the mind this way: 
 

When the charioteer is in command and guides the horses with the reigns, the 
chariot goes the way he wishes…a ship, again, keeps to her straight course when 
the helmsman grasping the tiller steers accordingly….Just so, when (the) Mind, 
the charioteer or helmsman of the soul, rules the whole living being as a governor 
does a city, the life holds a straight course… but when (an) irrational sense gains 
the chief place… the mind is set on fire and is all ablaze… 

 



You get the point. James picked up on a rich tradition of images and ideas. The tiny 
tongue, like a bit or a rudder, possess power out of proportion to its size and has the 
potential to bring disaster ~ like a spark in a dry forest.  

And, I guess we could leave it there: a good scolding about how that mighty-mini-
muscle if left unchecked can cause great hurt, a well-timed warning to preachers 
and teachers at the start of a new year, a practical word that applies to us all. 
Maybe that’s enough for this morning, a good morning to sit down, shut up, and 
let it soak in. 

 
But, James doesn’t tell us to just be quiet.  

There is no instruction here to stop talking. In fact, it’s quite the opposite.  
There is the recognition that we will keep on talk, talk, talking… 

 
Barbara Brown Taylor offers this: 
 

God could have made us stone creatures, tree creatures, sea creatures, or winged 
creatures, but God made us speech creatures instead. Human beings made in 
God’s own likeness, which is to say, capable of joining God in the work of 
creation, by speaking things into being ourselves.  

 
That’s a wonderful angle, isn’t it? In the same way that God spoke creation into being, 
when we speak we create worlds.  

We breathe out little realities,  
we bring things into being and we put things to death by what we say, 
we shape and impact life by what we say,  
we create that which is good and that which is cursed by what we say.  
 

Midway through our text James drops the metaphors and stock phrases and speaks with 
an urgent directness.  
 

With the tongue we praise our Lord and Father and with it we curse human 
beings who were made in God’s likeness. Out of the same mouth come praise and 
cursing.  

 
That is a simple, powerful, haunting line.  

I have a foul mouth (my parents would aghast and ashamed) and yet from this 
perch I offer words of greeting and blessing on God’s behalf every week. I easily 
bruise an image of God with a careless phrase and yet week in and week out I 
wrench out words to proclaim God’s grace. I can be dismissive or inviting. I can 
strike a match that burns down a world or say something that helps and heals and 
changes.  

 
Dear friends, while you can’t get fresh water out of a brackish well and figs don’t grow 
on olive trees, the reality is that we are all double-sided in some way. We all speak out of 
both sides of our mouths. And yet, we do still have the power to speak life into being. We 
do have the power to call into reality the blessing of God.  



For example…. 
A young man recently received an unexpected note from one of you. Early in their 
relationship this young man had been quick to judge and dismiss the other, but over time 
he saw a measure of depth and consistency that matters and makes a difference. So, when 
this young man got a note of kindness and encouragement he was deeply moved. In his 
words, “I read it, felt like I was going to cry, went back and read again. I’ve done that a 
few times now.” This young man needed honest encouragement; one of you paid 
attention and offered that blessing. Thanks be to God.  
 
Or, a few years ago, Karen Reppmann said this to a new set of Elders:  
 

…. providing communion for our congregation - especially the intinction kind, 
has been the most meaningful part of serving for me.  The first time I stood 
offering the cup to person after person I was struck by the power of this 
event.  Not that I was powerful.  I was the vehicle for the goodness to pass 
through.  I felt the gift/the belonging/the power flowing through me to each 
person I faced.  I repeated the words “the blood of Christ shed for you, the blood 
of Christ shed for you, the blood of Christ shed for you” and looked each person 
in the face.  Some of these people I knew well: my colleagues from work - young 
and old, my students, my own children, friends of 20 years or more, and people I 
recognized - but didn’t know much of their story as well as some people I didn’t 
recognize at all.  All of us belonged.  All received the body and the blood. 

 
It is a wonderful image of the blessing we can offer to other images of God.  
 
I don’t tweet, do Facebook, or engage in on-line exchanges, but I am part of a couple 
ongoing text threads with groups of friends. There’s usually great banter, bawdy humor, 
and running debates about music, sports, politics, culture and church. And it’s an easy 
space in which to make fun of others. I can’t tell you how often I’ve typed out a few lines 
on my phone that were smart-alecky and cutting. And too often in the hopes that I’d look 
witty I’ve clicked “send.” But… 

But in my better moments I’ve stopped, read what I wrote, took a breath, and 
wondered how it would be helpful to anyone. It mocked. It was mean. It served no 
good purpose. And, I’ve stopped and erased what I wrote. I slowed down long 
enough to sort out what was salty or sewage and thought better about sending it.  

 
By text, tweet, and tongue we have the power to speak blessing and curse. In the light of 
God’s grace expressed in Jesus how then can we call God’s will into being by what we 
say?  
 
I don’t mean blowing spiritual smoke, or speaking religious gobbledygook, but how can 
we exercise the power of speech to bless the image of God in others? Who can you 
encourage? To whom can you speak an honest word? In our classrooms and courtrooms 
and around our coffee tables, who can we build up and call forward to be more of who 
God created them to be? In a world where the truth is tossed aside for whatever seems 
expedient and self-promoting how can we speak truth in love? 



 
One reason why we waded into James was in response to the request that I do a sermon 
series on spiritual disciplines, to be more practical and to give tools for faithful living. 
This seems practical and applicable and calls for a measure of discipline. How would the 
followers of Christ be different by what they say and how they speak? 
 
One last thing. James writes early in his letter,  
 
 Humbly accept the word planted in you, which can save you. 
 
Dear friends, God spoke us into being and embedded his Word in us. And, now, as 
Barbara Brown Taylor puts it:  
  

If we want religion that is worth something, James says, that’s what we’ll do. 
We’ll yield the bit to the implanted word inside of us, letting it slow us down 
enough to choose our words with care and even to know when it’s time to stop 
speaking them and start acting them out like players in God’s own game of 
charades. 
  
In a world where too many words have hardened too many hearts, the incarnate 
Word goes on speaking even without words. God’s Word made flesh not just once 
a long time ago, in one person, far way, but even now, right here, through these 
eloquent speech creatures.     

 
May we, the speech creatures of God, with God’s Word planted in us, bless others by 
what we do and by what say. May we help call God’s will for this world into being. 
 
Even so, come Lord Jesus.     
Amen. 
 
 
Note: I am indebted to a sermon on James 3 by Barbara Brown Taylor, preached at Duke 
University Chapel.  
 
 


